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Abstract

Understanding how a single genome creates and maintains distinct pheno-

types is a central goal in evolutionary biology. Social insects are a striking

example of co-opted genetic backgrounds giving rise to dramatically differ-

ent phenotypes, such as queen and worker castes. A conserved set of molec-

ular pathways, previously envisioned as a set of ‘toolkit’ genes, has been

hypothesized to underlie queen and worker phenotypes in independently

evolved social insect lineages. Here, we investigated the toolkit from a

developmental point of view, using RNA-Seq to compare caste-biased gene

expression patterns across three life stages (pupae, emerging adult and old

adult) and two female castes (queens and workers) in the ant Formica

exsecta. We found that the number of genes with caste-biased expression

increases dramatically from pupal to old adult stages. This result suggests

that phenotypic differences between queens and workers at the pupal stage

may derive from a relatively low number of caste-biased genes, compared to

higher number of genes required to maintain caste differences at the adult

stage. Gene expression patterns were more similar among castes within

developmental stages than within castes despite the extensive phenotypic

differences between queens and workers. Caste-biased expression was

highly variable among life stages at the level of single genes, but more con-

sistent when gene functions (gene ontology terms) were investigated.

Finally, we found that a large part of putative toolkit genes were caste-bi-

ased at least in some life stages in F. exsecta, and the caste-biases, but not

their direction, were more often shared between F. exsecta and other ant

species than between F. exsecta and bees. Our results indicate that gene

expression should be examined across several developmental stages to fully

reveal the genetic basis of polyphenisms.

Introduction

The ability of an organism to change its phenotype in

response to external stimuli has fascinated evolutionary

biologists for well over a century (Darwin, 1859;

Stearns, 1989; West-Eberhard, 1989). In particular, the

mechanisms of phenotypic plasticity, which allow

genetically similar individuals to dramatically vary in

phenotype (e.g. morphology, physiology, behaviour, life

histories), are poorly understood. Here, we focused

upon an extreme example of phenotypic plasticity

manifest in the reproductive queen and nonreproduc-

tive worker castes in social Hymenoptera (social bees,

wasps and ants), where phenotypic plasticity is the

foundation of their social organization and evolutionary

success (Wilson, 1971).

Eusociality has evolved independently in several

hymenopteran lineages (Bourke, 2011). Motivated by

the evolutionary developmental biology idea that these
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instances of convergent evolution could have a shared

genetic basis (Ferrier & Holland, 2001; Carroll et al.,

2005; Carroll, 2008), researchers have hypothesized that

the independent instances of insect sociality could have a

shared genetic basis, a so-called genetic toolkit (Toth &

Robinson, 2007; Toth et al., 2010; Fischman et al., 2011;

Woodard et al., 2011; Wilkins, 2014). In line with this

hypothesis, many of the genes shown to be differentially

expressed between castes in the honeybee were also

shown to often have caste-biased expression patterns in

other lineages of bees and wasps (Toth & Robinson,

2007). These observations suggest that at least some

caste-biased genes are shared across lineages in a conver-

gent, toolkit-like manner (Toth et al., 2010; Woodard

et al., 2011; Ferreira et al., 2013). These observations

have recently been generalized to functional groups of

genes, as Berens et al. (2014) showed that even if only a

few genes are similarly caste-biased across the three main

social hymenopteran lineages (bees, wasps and ants),

there is more similarity in expression patterns at the level

of pathways and biological functions. Thus, the idea of a

genetic toolkit has begun to evolve, moving beyond an

emphasis on the expression patterns of single genes to

that of their biological functions.

Female caste differences in social insects first arise

during the larval stages (Noirot, 1991; Miura, 2001,

2004), in response to various extrinsic and social factors

(Evans & Wheeler, 1999; Pereboom et al., 2005; Sum-

ner et al., 2006; Barchuk et al., 2007; Hunt et al., 2010).

Genes in the toolkit have been identified during devel-

opment, affecting caste determination [e.g. insulin/in-

sulin-like and target of rapamycin (TOR) pathways

(Hunt et al., 2010; Fischman et al., 2011; Berens et al.,

2014; Schrader et al., 2015)], as well as later in life,

affecting reproduction and behaviour (Toth & Robin-

son, 2007; Toth et al., 2010). Only a few studies have

compared several life stages, finding that caste-biases at

the level of individual genes are unstable across life

stages, with more genes being caste-biased at the adult

stage (Hoffman & Goodisman, 2007; Harrison et al.,

2015a). What emerges from these findings is that to

understand the genetic toolkit, individuals must be

studied across multiple life stages.

Here, to study the genetic toolkit from a life stage

perspective, we analysed levels of gene expression dur-

ing three life stages (pupae, emerging adult and old

adult) in queens and workers of the ant Formica exsecta

with three aims. First, we wanted to quantify the mag-

nitude of gene expression differences among the castes

and among life stages within castes. Second, we wanted

to test whether the caste-biases in expression of genes

are consistent across life stages, and whether the stabil-

ity is seen at the level of individual genes or at the

more general level of pathways and functions. Third,

we wanted to further explore the genetic toolkit by

comparing the occurrence and directionality of caste-bi-

ased gene expression in different life stages of F. exsecta

to expression patterns observed in other eusocial hyme-

nopteran lineages.

Materials and methods

Model organism Formica exsecta

Formica exsecta is a common mound-building Palaearctic

ant with nests usually containing 1000–10 000 workers

(Helanter€a & Sundstr€om, 2007). There is a clear mor-

phological separation between queens and workers.

Queens may live up to 20 years, whereas adult workers

will overwinter once and usually have lifespans slightly

over 1 year (Pamilo, 1991). Queens lay eggs during

spring and early summer, and new queens and males

will emerge from cocoons in June/July, and new work-

ers later in July. Their diet consists mainly of honeydew

and insect prey (Czechowski et al., 2002), which can be

replaced with a egg–agar–honey diet under laboratory

conditions (Bhatkar & Whitcomb, 1970).

Sample collection

All samples of F. exsecta were collected from colonies

around the Tv€arminne Zoological Station in the Hanko

Peninsula, southwestern Finland (GenBank Biosample

SAMN02046301–SAMN02046306). Old adult workers

and queens were collected in April 2011 at the colony

surface, when overwintered queens and workers gather

on the colony mound surface to warm up, and this is

the only time point when the egg-laying queens can be

sampled from the wild; after the surrounding ground

warms up, the queens move into the subterranean

parts of the colony. Age of overwintered queens could

not be controlled; however, they were all found in

large mature colonies and were reproductive at the

time of sampling with greatly enlarged abdomen due to

egg production. Pupae were collected in the field in

July 2011 and maintained in the laboratory for a cou-

ple of days until they matured to the right age. The

pupae samples were a mix of early (white cuticle with-

out eye)-, intermediate (white cuticle with dark eyes)-

and late (brown cuticle with dark eyes)-stage pupae.

Different developmental stages of pupae were included

in the analysis to keep the within-pool variation in age

similar in pupae and other samples. Emerging queens

were collected in June and emerging workers in July,

right after they emerged from the cocoons. After collec-

tion, these samples were frozen immediately at �80 °C
for RNA extraction. Due to strongly seasonal reproduc-

tion in F. exsecta, it is impossible to obtain samples at

the same time from the different age classes.

Library preparation

Total RNA for library preparation was extracted from

whole bodies using a standard TRIzol protocol (TRIsure;
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Bioline, Luckenwalde, Germany). RNA was pooled after

extraction into libraries (Table 1). The worker pools

had more individuals extracted than the queen pools

due to the worker’s smaller size and resulting mRNA

yield differences. We expect the larger number of indi-

viduals in the worker pool to have a negligible effect,

as each pool was composed of con-colonial workers (in-

stead of adding number of colonies) that are highly

related [i.e. often full sisters (Sundstr€om et al., 2005)]

and from comparatively similar environments (i.e. same

colony). Thus, mRNA yield was increased while mini-

mizing any increase in genetic or environmental varia-

tion in worker samples compared to queen samples.

The final data set consisted of six classes of samples:

overwintered workers and queens (old adults), newly

emerged workers and virgin queens (emerging adults),

and queen and worker pupae. From each class of sam-

ples, two sets of paired-end libraries (12 libraries in

total) (P-E 91–99) were prepared by BGI (Shenzhen,

China) and FIMM (Helsinki, Finland) and sequenced

on Illumina HighSeq 2000 platform using the provider’s

pipeline. For the libraries, the mRNA was selected using

two rounds of poly-A selection (Poly-A Purist Kit;

Ambion, Austin, TX, USA), fragmented and size-se-

lected to approximately 200–700 bp. Each library was

barcoded uniquely, pooled and sequenced in two lanes,

mitigating any lane effects between the libraries (same

procedure for both BGI and FIMM). For more details

about library composition and preparations, see Johans-

son et al. (2013) and GenBank Biosample

SAMN02046301–SAMN02046306.

Formica exsecta reference transcriptome assembly

Quality of raw reads was initially assessed with FastQC

version 0.10.1 (http://www.bioinformatics.babra-

ham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/), followed by trimming of

the low-quality bases from 30-ends using FastX toolkit

v. 0.0.13, and reducing read length to 86 bases at both

ends (average ≥ 20 Q for all base positions Phred scale).

Following quality filtering, we constructed a de novo

transcriptome using Trinity software [Release 2012-05-

18 (Grabherr et al., 2013; Haas et al., 2013)] from the

322 M trimmed read pairs. We used a range of k-mer

settings (k = 23–31) to maximize transcript coverage

(Surget-Groba & Montoya-Burgos, 2010). The resulting

contigs were combined and scaffolded using Vmatch

(Abouelhoda et al., 2004). After scaffolding, the tran-

scriptome contigs were cleaned from probable exoge-

nous RNAs (Johansson et al., 2013), and only contigs

that showed significant BLAST hits against published

ant genomes (Bonasio et al., 2010; Nygaard et al., 2011;

Smith et al., 2011a, b; Suen et al., 2011; Wurm et al.,

2011) and other insect genome annotations were kept

for further analysis [Apis (The Honeybee Genome

Sequencing Consortium, 2006), Nasonia (Werren et al.,

2010), Tribolium (Richards et al., 2008) and Drosophila

(Adams et al., 2000)] [BLASTx, e-value threshold 10�3,

minimum requirement of 70% amino acid identity and

at least 100 bases (33 amino acids) alignment length].

The final transcriptome assembly had an average read

coverage of > 300 9. Altogether, 39 262 mRNA tran-

scripts were aligned to the seven currently published

ant genomes and 5010 found homology to other

insects.

Gene expression and whole-gene count estimation

The trimmed paired-end reads were mapped to F. ex-

secta de novo reference transcriptome using splice-aware

aligner Bowtie2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) with

default settings. We used the software Samtools (Li

et al., 2009) to estimate the total raw counts of reads

aligned with the assembled transcriptome. To quantify

whole-gene expression, we assigned each F. exsecta de

novo contig to a database of predicted proteins from the

phylogenetically closest sequenced ant genome, Cam-

ponotus floridanus (version 3.3 retrieved from Hymenop-

tera database), using BLASTx (e-value threshold 10�3).

This predicted protein set of C. floridanus was a nonre-

dundant database, generated by a self-blast of these

predicted proteins followed by taking the longest repre-

sentative of a given cluster of proteins that shared

≥ 90% identity at amino acid level over at least 50

amino acids. The following criteria were used to assign

F. exsecta contigs to this C. floridanus database: bit score

≥ 50, e-value ≤ 1 9 10�3, and over a length of 33

amino acids. This relational table between the F. exsecta

contigs and their putative C. floridanus orthologs was

used to generate whole-gene expression values (using

custom Python scripts) for each C. floridanus ortholog; it

is the sum of the mapped RNA-Seq reads to the set of

F. exsecta contigs sharing the same C. floridanus ortholog.

Overall, 42 476 contigs were assembled with Trinity for

the F. exsecta reference transcriptome, and 36 961 of

these contigs were matched with a C. floridanus ortho-

log. These 36 961 contigs were found to be expressed

at the emerging and pupae stage for both castes. At the

old adult stage, 64 (worker) and 119 contigs (queen)

were not expressed. We used this approach as it has

been shown to produce accurate whole-gene expression

Table 1 Number of individuals pooled for library preparations for

each replicate (FIMM and BGI) with the number of source

colonies. In total, 12 libraries were prepared from these samples.

Caste Stage FIMM BGI Colonies

Queen Old adult 6 4 10

Emerging adult 10 8 9

Pupae 24 18 21

Worker Old adult 18 30 14

Emerging adult 10 15 11

Pupae 24 18 21
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levels that are highly similar to mapping RNA-Seq reads

against the predicted genes from a well-characterized

genome (Hornett & Wheat, 2012). The final whole-

gene expression data thus consisted of count data per

C. floridanus gene, with minimal template biases (i.e.

SNP or alternative splicing effects). Thus, our analysis

only covers genes with identified orthologs in C. flori-

danus.

We took this approach for several reasons. First, de

novo transcriptome assemblies enable functional geno-

mic studies of nonmodel organisms, but also have the

potential for mis-assemblies and thus misinterpreting

the overall pattern of caste-biased expression (Li et al.).

De novo assemblies contain a plethora of contigs with

low abundances, which are difficult to distinguish from

‘true’ contigs (Li et al., 2014). Second, many assemblies

can contain SNP-specific contigs, resulting in mapping

that reflects the relatedness of individuals to specific

contigs. Third, both of these effects as well as alterna-

tive splicing and its overprediction result in an inflation

of the number of contigs per unique gene in the organ-

ism, significantly complicating downstream analysis of

redundant results. The whole-gene quantification

approach we used provides a robust approach to these

potential biases (Hornett & Wheat, 2012; Finseth &

Harrison, 2014). Finally, as our main focus was on con-

served toolkit genes, excluding F. exsecta-specific genes

using the C. floridanus gene set is justified.

Gene expression analysis

Differential expression was analysed using the R Bio-

conductor package EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010). Reads

generated by BGI and FIMM were used as replicates.

Similarity between our replicates was assessed by the

biological coefficient of variation implemented in

EdgeR. The biological coefficient of variation measures

gene expression variability across libraries and is

defined as ‘the coefficient of variation with which the

(unknown) true abundance of the gene varies between

replicate RNA samples’ (McCarthy et al., 2012). We first

filtered out transcripts with very low read counts, by

removing loci lower than 1 per kilobase exon per mil-

lion fragments mapped in at least half of the sequenced

libraries. This step removed ~15% of the total number

of genes from the analysis. Trimmed mean of M-values

normalization was applied prior to estimating differen-

tially expressed genes (DEGs) to account for composi-

tional difference between libraries, following EdgeR

recommendations. Expression differences were consid-

ered significant after correction for multiple testing

using a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05. The number

of DEGs between the different castes and life stages was

visualized by Venn diagrams using Venny (freely acces-

sible at http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.

html). A two-tailed Fisher’s exact test, as implemented

in the exact2x2 R package (Fay, 2010), was used to

compare the proportion of genes showing bias towards

either caste relative to the overall number of genes. A

multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot was drawn to

measure the similarity between samples/libraries using

EdgeR package.

Functional analysis of expressed genes

Blast2GO (http://www.blast2go.org) was used to infer

functional (gene ontology or GO terms) annotation of

the entire C. floridanus gene set using structural similar-

ity (BLASTx with an e-value cut-off ≤ 10�3 to obtain

the best homolog). Additional GO terms were obtained

using InterProScan (Quevillon et al., 2005) before being

merged with the BLAST results. The GOstats package

for R (Beissbarth & Speed, 2004) was used to conduct

GO term enrichment analysis on the differentially

expressed gene sets, using the set of all genes for which

GO terms were available as the universe. Enriched GO

terms (FDR < 0.01) were subsequently clustered using

Revigo (Supek et al., 2011) to avoid redundancy of GO

terms.

The R package GOSemSim (Yu et al., 2010) was used

to compute semantic similarity among samples using

the set of caste-/life stage-enriched GO terms and based

on Biological Processes Ontology. GOSemSim assigns a

value between 0 and 1 with higher values indicating

greater similarity between groups of GO terms. Subse-

quently, semantic similarity data were used to cluster

samples according to their similarity in terms of biologi-

cal functionality on the GO term level, using heatmap

clustering in GOSemSim.

Comparison with earlier studies

Formica exsecta gene expression patterns were compared

to earlier studies to determine the extent to which pat-

terns of caste-biased expression of putative toolkit genes

are shared among different lineages of eusocial Hyme-

noptera. Toolkit genes from previous studies were

selected based on the following criteria (Toth et al.,

2010; Bloch & Grozinger, 2011; Fischman et al., 2011):

(i) genes from previous studies exhibiting caste-biased

gene expression across multiple social hymenopteran

species or (ii) genes belonging to conserved molecular

pathways or functions involved in caste determination

[e.g. TOR (Patel et al., 2007; Wheeler et al., 2013)]. The

full list includes ten genes belonging to the Yellow pro-

tein family (Tian et al., 2004; Drapeau et al., 2006; Gr€aff
et al., 2007; Feldmeyer et al., 2014), one major royal

jelly protein (Buttstedt et al., 2013), four hexamerin

genes (Martins et al., 2008, 2010), four genes belonging

to the Toll pathway (Colgan et al., 2011; Koch et al.,

2013), nine genes belonging to the insulin/TOR path-

way (Wheeler et al., 2006, 2013; Corona et al., 2007;

Grozinger et al., 2007; Feldmeyer et al., 2014) and three

juvenile hormone genes (Mackert et al., 2010; Li et al.,
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2013; Bomtorin et al., 2014). Seven immune-related

genes (Colgan et al., 2011; Koch et al., 2013) and three

DNA methyltransferase enzymes (Liu et al., 2012) were

also investigated, because of their highly conserved

function across lineages (Feng et al., 2010). Only studies

using life stages comparable to ours that clearly men-

tioned the caste-biased patterns of the genes of interest

were included in the comparisons (Tian et al., 2004;

Cunha et al., 2005; Bitondi et al., 2006; Drapeau et al.,

2006; Wheeler et al., 2006, 2013; Corona et al., 2007;

Gr€aff et al., 2007; Grozinger et al., 2007; Mackert et al.,

2008; Martins et al., 2008; Colgan et al., 2011; Liu et al.,

2012; Buttstedt et al., 2013; Koch et al., 2013; Li et al.,

2013; Bomtorin et al., 2014; Feldmeyer et al., 2014).

The final species set is composed of three bee species

(Apis mellifera, Bombus terrestris and Apis cerana) and four

ant species (Solenopsis invicta, Lasius niger, Temnothorax

longispinosus and Atta vollenweideri).

To look for the exact gene match in our data set, pro-

tein and CDS sequences of the target genes were

obtained from the A. mellifera genome (NCBI database),

which is considered to be the most complete and best

annotated social insect genome available. BLASTp and

tBLASTn searches were performed against the official

C. floridanus gene set (version 3.3, obtained from Ants

Genome Portal) to identify the putative orthologs in

our database, using the following criteria to assign

orthology: identity ≥ 70%, e-value cut-off ≤ 1 9 10�10

and query coverage ≥ 70%.

To investigate how many of the potential toolkit

genes are shared across all three social lineages, and

how many are specific to ants or bees, the presence

and direction of caste/life stage bias (e.g. up-regulated

in queens or workers) were compared between F. ex-

secta and the two above-mentioned groups. Further-

more, we compared whether the patterns of sharing

are dependent on the life stage investigated.

Results

Overview of gene expression patterns

Visual inspection of the MDS plot (Fig. 1) shows three

main results. First, the two library replicates were very

similar to each other. This is consistent with a low bio-

logical coefficient of variation between replicates, which

varied between 0.30 (emerging queens) to 0.38 (queen

pupae). Although some technical variation may occur

among our replicates due to noise from experimental

effects, our BCV values were similar to previous studies

from laboratory-based RNA-Seq on Arabidopsis thaliana

and humans (Robinson et al., 2010), indicating that vari-

ation due to experimental noise and true biological vari-

ation among replicate libraries are relatively small in our

analysis. Second, caste differences were rather small in

pupae and emerging adults, relative to old adults. Third,

caste differences are largest in the old adults.

Caste-biased expression patterns

Numbers of caste-biased genes
The number of caste-biased genes increased significantly

with age; the lowest number of differentially expressed

genes was found at the pupal stage and the highest at the

old adult stage (Fig. 2, all pairwise comparisons P < 0.05,

Fisher’s exact test). For both the emerging and old adult

stages, the workers up-regulated twice as many genes

(366 and 1384, respectively) as the queens (182 and 654,

P < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test). At the pupal stage, more

genes were up-regulated by the queens (92 genes) than

workers (11 genes) (P < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test)

(Fig. 2). Caste-biases were in general not stable among

the different life stages. Only one gene (annotated as a

‘hypothetical protein’) was found consistently caste-bi-

ased in the same direction (queen biased) in all life stages

(Fig. 3). However, many genes were caste-biased in

opposite directions in different life stages: 146 genes

between old and emerging adults, six genes between

pupae and emerging adults, and 15 genes between old

and pupal stages. In total, 15 genes were found to be

consistently caste-biased in all three life stages, but in

varying directions (Fig. 4).

Caste-biased gene enrichment analysis
Caste-biased expression patterns were more consistent

at the level of functional classes than single genes. We

used GOSemSim to estimate pairwise similarities of GO

terms in the overlap between each caste- and life

stage-up-regulated gene set. A value of zero would

indicate complete lack of overlap, and a value close to

Fig. 1 Multidimensional scaling plot showing transcriptional

similarity between the samples. Different castes in the same life

stage are more similar to each other than different life stages of

the same caste, whereas caste differences are more pronounced in

the old individuals.
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one indicates complete similarity between groups of GO

terms. GOSemSim estimates varied between 0.2 and

0.7 across all pairwise comparisons. Based on semantic

similarity of enriched GO terms, we show that some

similarity of GO terms categories can be found across

all pairwise comparisons (Fig. 5a). This suggests that

even if the identity of the up-regulated genes varies at

the level of individual genes, at least some of the func-

tional classes remain caste-associated through develop-

ment (Fig. 5a). However, at the level of enriched

individual GO terms, no similarities among life stages

within caste were observed. No enriched GO terms

were shared between the old queens and emerging

queens, and a very low number between old/emerging

and pupae queen (18 and 6 terms, respectively). Simi-

larly, no enriched GO terms were found similar

between emerging workers and worker pupae, and a

low number between old workers and emerging work-

ers/worker pupae (93 and 4, respectively).

Among the enriched GO terms per sample class, we

found that old queens up-regulated a large amount of

genes (35%) linked to the Regulation of Gene Expres-

sion and Epigenetic Mechanisms, whereas old workers

up-regulated genes involved in Muscle System Processes

and Metal Ion Transport. The gene set up-regulated in

emerging queens was enriched for Muscle Development

and ATP Synthesis Decoupled Proton Transport, whereas

the gene set up-regulated in emerging workers was

enriched for Single Organism Signaling, Biological Regu-

lation and Central Nervous System Formation. At the

pupal stage, Detection of Stimulus was the only GO term

enriched for the workers, whereas queen pupae up-reg-

ulated genes linked to a variety of developmental

processes such as Somatic Muscle Development and

Regulation of Growth Rate. Noteworthy, for every

caste at each developmental stage, except the worker

pupae, genes linked to metabolism were enriched in the

Fig. 3 Caste-bias direction of the 15 genes found to be always

differentially expressed among caste varies across developmental

stages. Only one gene was found to be consistently up-regulated

in the same direction, in the queens, a hypothetical protein.

Fig. 4 Venn diagram summarizing the number of caste-biased

genes shared among life stages using EdgeR with false discovery

rate < 0.05. Only 15 genes were found to be consistently caste-

biased over the three developmental stages.

Fig. 2 The number of caste-biased genes increased significantly

with age across life stages. The x-axis indicates the three life stages

(pupae, emerging adults and old adults). The y-axis indicates the

number of differentially expressed genes found up-regulated by

queens (dark grey) and workers (light grey). Numbers of caste-

biased genes are given together with their proportion compared to

the total number of genes in parentheses, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01

and ***P < 0.001.
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up-regulated gene set, confirming the prediction that

metabolic genes are likely to be parts of caste-biased

toolkit (Fig. S1). A simplified figure of the GO terms and

the complete list of enriched terms can be found in the

Fig. S1 and Table S1.

Life stage expression patterns

Number of life stage-biased genes
More DEGs could be found among life stages within

each caste than between castes. When doing pairwise

comparisons across life stages within each caste, we

found that the highest number of DEGs (3669 genes)

was between the old adult queens and the emerging

queens (Fig. S2). Of the genes differentially expressed

between emerging and old adult queens, more were

up-regulated in the emerging queens (2025 genes vs.

1644 genes). The pupae up-regulated more genes com-

pared to the old adult queens (1692 genes vs. 1114

genes) from the genes differentially expressed between

them. A similar number of genes were up-regulated by

the emerging queens and the pupae (617 and 669

genes). A significantly lower number of genes were dif-

ferentially expressed among life stages within the

worker caste than the queen caste (7761 total DEGs

within queens, 3398 total DEGs within workers, Fish-

er’s exact test P < 0.001). More DEGs (1654 genes)

were found between old workers and worker pupae

(Fig. S3). Of the genes differentially expressed between

emerging and old adult workers, emerging workers

up-regulated more genes compared to the old adult

workers (588 genes vs. 134). When looking at genes

differentially expressed between pupae and old adult

worker, pupae up-regulated more genes compared to

the old adults (1063 vs. 591 genes). A very similar

number of genes could be found up-regulated by both

emerging adults and pupae when looking at genes dif-

ferentially expressed between them (458 and 563

genes, respectively).

Life stage-biased gene enrichment analysis
Clustering based on semantic similarity of enriched GO

terms revealed that life stage-biased genes are linked to

biologically different functions between the two castes

(Fig. 5b). Analyses of individual GO terms showed a

similar pattern, as few enriched GO terms were shared

between the old queens and old workers when compar-

ing based solely on their GO term ID (1.4% of the old

adult-enriched GO terms, 14.8% of the emerging adult-

enriched GO terms and 16% of the pupae-enriched GO

terms). Enriched GO term list for the old queens

included terms related to reproduction and methyla-

tion. At the emerging queen stage, the list includes oxi-

dation processes and muscle physiological process, and

at the pupal stage, the list comprises terms related to

oxidative stress and developmental processes. For the

old adult worker, rRNA processing and oxidation–re-
duction processes, and for the emerging workers, mus-

cle contraction and energy reserve metabolism were

found overrepresented. At the pupal stage, the list

contains terms related to response to stimulus and

amino sugar metabolism. A simplified figure of the GO

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 The heatmap represents semantic similarity values among gene ontology Biological Process terms computed using GOSemSim. Rows

and columns represent samples used in this study (OQ – old queen; OW – old worker; NQ – emerging queen; NW – emerging worker; QP

– queen pupae; and WP – worker pupae). (a) Caste-biased genes. (b) Life stage-biased genes.
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terms and the complete list of enriched GO terms can

be found in the Table S2 and Fig. S4.

Overlap between caste- and life stage-biased genes

Most of the genes classified as caste-biased in the old

queens (94%, 613 life stage-biased/654 caste-biased)

were found to be also life stage-biased genes. In com-

parison, only 22% (304/1384) of the old worker-biased

genes were found to be also life stage-biased genes

(Fisher’s exact test P < 0.001). For the emerging stage,

95% (174/182) of the queen caste-biased genes and

52% (191/366) of the worker caste-biased genes were

found to be life stage-biased genes (Fisher’s exact test

P < 0.001). However, at the pupal stage, 64% (7/11) of

worker caste-biased genes were determined to be also

life stage-biased genes against only 68% (63/92) for the

queen (Fisher’s exact test P = 0.74).

Toolkit gene expression patterns

All of the toolkit genes we identified from the literature

were found expressed at each life stage and caste in the

F. exsecta transcriptome. Of these, 61% were caste-bi-

ased in F. exsecta, but in a life stage-specific manner,

37% were caste-biased at old adult and 24% at emerg-

ing adult stages, but 0% at the pupal stage. These pro-

portions, apart from the pupal stage, are higher than

average proportions of caste-biased genes at these stages

(Fisher’s exact test, P < 0.001), suggesting that the

putative toolkit genes are indeed more likely than aver-

age genes to be consistently caste-biased when even

more species are included in the comparisons. Only six

genes were caste-biased in more than one developmen-

tal stage. A higher proportion of genes sharing a caste-

biased pattern of expression was found between F. ex-

secta and other ants compared to F. exsecta and bees

(P = 0.03, Fisher’s test, 73% vs. 34%). However, the

caste-biases were in the same direction in only 56% of

the genes between F. exsecta and other ants, and 35%

between F. exsecta and bees (P = 0.08, Fisher’s test). In

F. exsecta, 38% of the toolkit genes were found to be

life stage-biased (49% within the queen caste and

27.5% within the worker caste). The full list of toolkit

genes and caste and life stage biases can be seen in the

Table S3.

Discussion

Our results reveal that caste-biases in gene expression

are life stage dependent. The proportion of caste-biased

genes varies among life stages, being the highest among

old adults and lowest among pupae. Despite the exten-

sive phenotypic differences, female castes at a given life

stage are on average more similar to each other in gene

expression profiles than to other life stages within caste.

At the level of individual genes, we found widespread

life stage specificity in caste-biased expression patterns.

Caste-biases were, however, more consistent across life

stages when looking at biological functions of gene sets

rather than individual genes. Finally, in comparison

with other published studies, caste-biased putative

toolkit genes were more often shared between F. exsecta

and other ant species than between F. exsecta and bees.

However, no obvious links to phylogenetic similarity of

species could be found regarding the directionality of

the caste-bias.

Pathways and functions, rather than individual
genes, are associated with caste phenotypes

We observed that caste-biased gene expression is highly

dynamic and variable among life stages at the individ-

ual gene level. Life stage specificity has also been

observed in caste-biased gene expression in the fire ants

(Ometto et al., 2011). In contrast, a more stable pattern

of caste-biased expression could be found at the func-

tional annotation level. Indeed, analysis of semantic

similarity showed functional similarities among life

stages within castes, with castes grouping more strongly

than life stages (Fig. 5a); thus, common molecular

functions are associated with each caste, rather than

specific caste-biased genes. These findings, along with

the recent results from Berens et al. (2014) and

Mikheyev & Linksvayer (2015), suggest that shared

functional groups or sets of coexpressed genes, rather

than individual genes, are the key to the evolution of

caste phenotypes. However, we could not find substan-

tial overlap when comparing castes directly at the level

of enriched GO term ID. This contrasting result is likely

due to the several hierarchical levels present in the GO

term annotations, and thus, more thorough quantita-

tive semantic comparisons are needed to measure simi-

larity among samples (Yu et al., 2010).

The proportion of caste-biased genes increased
with age

At the pupal stage, only 1% of the genes were differen-

tially expressed between queens and workers. It is thus

possible that smaller differences in expression patterns

are required at the pupal stage to create morphological

differences, compared to the adult stage where differ-

ences in expression patterns may control caste-specific

behaviour and physiological processes (Harrison et al.,

2015a). It might be the case that both castes use similar

mechanisms to develop and grow through metamor-

phosis. Increasing expression divergence among castes

with age, also observed in Vespula wasps, bumble bees

and fire ants (Hoffman & Goodisman, 2007; Hunt et al.,

2013; Harrison et al., 2015a), correlates with the

increasing task divergence with age. Queens in mature

colonies stay in the nest and lay eggs, whereas workers

carry out all other tasks and are in direct contact with
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fluctuating environmental conditions. Old queens are

clearly separated from the other adult samples. This

correlates with the drastic changes in queen physiology

and lifestyle after maturation, compared to workers and

emerging adult queens that are both mobile and in

contact with the external environment, and reproduc-

tively inactive. It is also important to note that we stud-

ied caste differences only in life stages after the caste

fate of the individuals is irreversibly set. Thus, our

results about the toolkit genes do not say anything

about the causal role of toolkit genes in caste determi-

nation per se. It remains to be studied whether putative

toolkit genes are actually involved in caste determina-

tion in multiple taxa, or whether they are sets of genes

likely to be repeatedly co-opted into caste-specific use

in later life stages.

Evolution of gene plasticity and life stage specificity

The genes that were caste-biased at one or more life

stages were also more likely to vary among life stages.

This pattern holds especially true for the queens, with

for instance 94% of the old queen caste-biased genes

found to be also life stage-biased genes. This supports

the notion that genes with a regulatory architecture

that allows plastic expression, and that are potentially

expressed plastically in many contexts (Grishkevich &

Yanai, 2013), are also more likely to be co-opted into

caste-specific functions (Helanter€a & Uller, 2014). For

instance, vitellogenin is one of the key genes underly-

ing caste-specific phenotypes in honeybee, but is

also expressed in a plastic manner in many contexts

such as oxidative stress resistance in queens (Havukai-

nen et al., 2013) and the coordination of workers’

nurse–forager transition as the workers age (Guidugli

et al., 2005). A large proportion of toolkit genes were

expressed in a life stage-specific manner. This suggests

that analysing multiple life stages is crucial also for

understanding the extent of the shared genetic basis

for caste differences. The proportions of genes that

fit the toolkit pattern would have been considerably

smaller if only one life stage would have been

investigated.

Life stage specificity of caste-biased expression pat-

terns has implications on understanding the evolution-

ary origins and consequences of plastic gene expression.

The expression pattern of a gene is predicted to be cor-

related with its evolutionary rate so that selection

should be weaker in the worker-biased genes because

workers are sterile and have only indirect fitness

(Linksvayer & Wade, 2009; Hall & Goodisman, 2012).

Correlations among evolutionary rates and expression

patterns have been observed in social insects (Hunt

et al., 2011; Harpur et al., 2014), and plastic expression

patterns in other systems are often linked to increased

evolutionary rates as well (Mank et al., 2007; Mank &

Ellegren, 2009; Leichty et al., 2012). However, the

instability of expression patterns across life stages sug-

gests that these correlations are more likely to reflect

general evolutionary constraints (Hunt et al., 2013),

rather than caste-biased expression pattern per se (He-

lanter€a & Uller, 2014). As we show that it is rather

functional classes than individual genes that correspond

to castes across life stages, it remains to be seen

whether consistent patterns of evolutionary rates can

be seen in such sets of genes.

Studies of gene expression in other polyphenic sys-

tems, especially of sex-biased genes (Harrison et al.,

2015b), have shown that tissue specificity in expression

is a common feature of genes with polymorphic expres-

sion. Our decision to use whole-body samples may thus

mask some important information for interpreting

causes and consequence of an expression pattern. Thus,

our study joins many others in suffering from the diffi-

culties of whole-body analysis (e.g. nearly all Drosophila

studies). Requirements for RNA-Seq experiments also

continuously improve, with less quantity of RNA

required nowadays, which will further facilitate tissue-

specific experiments. Tissue specificity of caste-biased

expression in general is certainly a promising direction

for future research.

Biases and directionality of toolkit genes

Although there were some expression patterns shared

between ants and bees, suggesting the existence of at

least some ‘true’ toolkit genes, not all expression pat-

terns were shared even among ant species. This sug-

gests that caste-biased gene expression is a mixture of

toolkit genes and more narrowly taxon-specific pat-

terns. This is not surprising given the fact that bees and

ants have diverged ~170 Mya (Ronquist et al., 2012)

and expression biases have been shown to vary even

among closely related species (Ometto et al., 2011),

even in genes of crucial importance, such as vitel-

logenin (Morandin et al. 2014). As expected, the pro-

portion of caste-biased genes shared among F. exsecta

and other ants, originating from the same eusocial

ancestor, was higher than that among F. exsecta and

bees that represent independent evolutionary origins

for eusociality. However, the fact that the higher simi-

larity was not found when directionality of caste-biases

was looked at suggests that the precise regulation of

toolkit genes may differ even among closely related

species. Similar lack of expression directionality pattern

exists in highly phylogenetically conserved genes such

as the foraging gene (Ingram et al., 2005).

We investigated the potential toolkit genes, chosen

based on earlier observations, as independent genes.

However, as highlighted by recent studies, the toolkits

can also be described more broadly at the level of gene

ontologies, patterns of gene coexpression, or other

methods that do not only look at patterns in single

genes (cf. Berens et al., 2014; Mikheyev & Linksvayer,
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2015). Extending transcriptome-wide studies to phylo-

genetically extensive comparisons that include several

life stages will offer a more complete understanding of

what gene networks constitute the conserved toolkit

shared across lineages, and which are the more recent

taxon-specific elaborations of sociality.

Taxonomically restricted genes were omitted from
this study

In contrast to recent studies (Ferreira et al., 2013; Feld-

meyer et al., 2014), most of our contigs presented

either GO terms or BLAST functional trait annotations

in both queens and workers. This is because we relied

only on filtered genes that have annotation evidence of

being true insect genes (e.g. significant BLAST hits with

genes from previously sequenced insect published

genomes), rather than potential sequencing artefact

contigs (Li et al., 2014). Although our stringent meth-

ods increase our confidence in the results of genewise

expression patterns, this decision also means that any

putative novel or taxonomically restricted genes

because of the split between Camponotus and Formica

are missing from our analyses. Given gene birth rates

in insects, there could be up to a few thousands of

these genes (Wissler et al., 2013). Whereas novel genes

are by definition not parts of the toolkit and thus not

directly relevant to our aims, they may nevertheless

play important roles in species-specific regulation of

social behaviour (Mikheyev & Linksvayer, 2015) and

evolutionary novelties in social organisms (Jasper et al.,

2014). In the future, it would be interesting to see

whether taxonomically restricted genes associated with

evolutionary novelty have stable caste-biased expres-

sion patterns among closely related species, and among

life stages.

Potential role of DNA methylation in the
maintenance of female differences

One interesting finding is the significant differential

expression of one protein involved in DNA methyla-

tion, DNA methyltransferase enzyme DNMT3, up-reg-

ulated by the workers at the old adult stage. DNMT3

is responsible for establishing new methylation pat-

terns within the genome (Hata et al., 2002; Kato

et al., 2007; Glastad et al., 2011). In honeybee, silenc-

ing the expression of DNMT3 led to the emergence

of queen larvae instead of worker larvae, suggesting

that DNA methylation plays an important role in the

development of female castes (Kucharski et al., 2008).

This discovery, along with the fact that most of the

caste-biased genes are found at the old adult stage,

underlines the potential role of methylation in the

regulation and/or maintenance of caste gene expres-

sion in social insects even after the actual caste deter-

mination process.

Conclusions

Whether caste-biased gene expression patterns are seen

as highly variable among life stages within a species, or

among phylogenetically closely related species, depends

on the level of investigation. Expression patterns

among life stages are unstable at the level of single

genes, but more coherent when looked at the level of

functional similarities based on GO terms. In phyloge-

netic comparisons, which genes end up as being

defined as toolkit genes, that is genes that have a simi-

lar expression pattern across lineages, depends on how

many different life stages are investigated and whether

the directionality of expression biases is considered.

Comprehensive understanding of causes and conse-

quences of caste-biased gene expression needs analys-

ing gene expression in multiple contexts, paying

attention to the phylogenetic variation in gene expres-

sion, considering both conserved and novel genes, and

investigating the genes in question in the light of their

functional role. Similar lines of investigation should

provide information in understanding of any polyphe-

nic developmental system, not just castes.
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Supporting information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the

online version of this article:

Figure S1 Functional enrichment analysis of caste–bi-
ased genes.

Figure S2 Venn diagram summarizing the number of

life stage biased genes for among queen life stages,

using EdgeR with FRD < 0.05.

Figure S3 Venn diagram summarizing the number of

simple life stage biased genes for among worker life

stages, using EdgeR with FRD < 0.05.

Figure S4 Functional enrichment analysis of life stage–
biased genes.

Table S1 List of enriched Goterms for caste-biased

genes.

Table S2 List of enriched Goterms for life stage-biased

genes.

Table S3 List of genes with caste-specific differential

expression patterns between castes and life stages of

several social insect species, and Formica exsecta caste

and life stage-biased direction.
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